DEVICE ONBOARDING
AS A SERVICE
Fast, consistent, and secure device onboarding as a service

Challenge
Device onboarding is typically
performed semi-automatically with
few security and assurance checks.
The lack of automated oversight
translates into costly errors and
unacceptable times to market.
To ensure secure, fast, consistent
deployment at scale, CSPs need to
reimagine their device onboarding
process with automation.
Solution
Paragon Automation as a Service
allows field engineering to perform
onboarding quickly, easily, and
accurately through their mobile
devices. In minutes hardware and
software authenticity is validated,
latest software is imaged,
secure zero-touch configuration
and provisioning is completed,
additional device health checks
and network performance tests
are done before the inventory
is updated and devices are fully
“ready for service.”
Benefits
• Accelerate time to revenue at
global enterprise and CSP scale
with fast device onboarding
• Ensure network trust with
device integrity, compliance,
and health checks
• Guarantee device performance
and service quality
• Ensure consistent deployment,
avoiding costly errors by getting
it right the first time

The Challenge
A recent survey from Heavy Reading1 shows that only 16% of communication
service providers (CSPs) are able to onboard a device in less than one hour. A typical
IP service fabric, such as a cloud metro network, could require the onboarding of
thousands of access and aggregation devices, which translates into hundreds of
wasted days for field technicians and network operation center engineers. It is
therefore not surprising that, according to the same survey, CSP’s primary drivers
for automation are to reduce time to deploy services and improve productivity.
Deploying new equipment is time-consuming and error-prone due to the required
number of manual interventions and the limited ways that operators and service
providers validate quality and device integrity as they onboard new devices.
Moreover, it requires field technicians to have networking expertise and knowledge
of CLI, which increases costs.
In the age of AI and autonomous networks, it doesn’t have to be this way.
• The onboarding process should not stop at zero-touch configuration and
provisioning. Onboarding should be automated from the moment the device is
unboxed to when it is ready for service.
• Field technicians should be able to deploy services with intuitive processes,
without extensive CLI manuals and user documentation or systems red-tape.
They should have visual guides and easy step-by-step instructions at their
fingertips. They should be guided where to insert cables and warned if a cable
is inserted in the wrong port.
• Device health checks and hardware and software integrity should not be
afterthoughts or forgotten. They should be embedded into the onboarding
process.
• Operations should not waste cycles reviewing a sea of basic alarms. Critical
issues should be highlighted, and their root cause established automatically, as
they happen.
• End-to-end connectivity tests should be performed automatically on the data
plane before a device is marked “ready for service.”
CSPs can demand more from their automation solution! With Juniper® Paragon™
Automation they can re-imagine the device onboarding process to an to a fast,
consistent, simple, secure, and fully automated experience that spans from unboxing
to service-ready.
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The Juniper Cloud-Delivered Device
Onboarding Solution
With Juniper® Paragon™ Automation as a Service, CSPs can
automate the onboarding process so that routers can be
onboarded in minutes instead of weeks, and time to revenue
can be shortened significantly.
The Paragon Automation as a Service onboarding solution is
easily initiated by a field technician once configuration templates
have been created. Using a mobile phone, the technician scans
a unique bar code on a network device, which triggers Paragon
Automation as a Service, specifically for that device. Once the
application determines authentic Juniper hardware, it provides
a step-by-step visual installation guide to make sure each cable
is connected correctly by the technician. It applies the correct
software and device configurations automatically and runs
additional device health and network performance checks.
Meanwhile at the backend, network operation center (NOC)
engineers have full oversight on every onboarding activity
happening across the network. Thanks to Paragon Automation
as a Service, engineering and operation teams are in sync with
the network state in real time.

Workflow Steps

Description

Scan the device

Using a smartphone, scan the QR code on the
device to trigger the device-specific workflow

Trust score validation

Automatically assess device integrity/legitimacy
and confirm security policies

Optics and patching
assistance

Deploy the new device correctly with step-bystep visual instructions

Download latest OS image

Automatically download the latest network OS
available for this device type

Secured zero-touch
configuration and
provisioning

Automatically configure device based on its
profile

Device health validation

Confirm device is healthy and check power,
CPU, memory, temp, and other statistics

Connectivity tests

Confirm interface connectivity, using synthetic
traffic testing

Quality tests through the
data plane

Confirm service quality through embedded
active test agents that send traffic through the
data plane; traffic is encapsulated in the same
way as end-user application traffic

Load testing before service
activation

Inject a peak-demand volume of synthetic traffic
onto your network before turning up services to
validate that performance objectives and SLAs
will be met.

Inventory update

Update your network inventory with new
equipment and its configuration

Installation documentation

Allows the field technician to add comments
and upload photos of the installed device

During onboarding, the workflow supports the following
steps. With these automated steps, devices are onboarded in
minutes—much more quickly than a limited, semi-automatic,
zero-touch provisioning (ZTP) process that can take hours or
even days.

DevID 2.0 certiﬁcate
installed in factory

Trust score

Links provisioned

Image upgrade

Assurance tests

sZTP, conﬁguration

Added to inventory

Device health score

Customer orders device

Step-by-step cabling
guide, AI-enabled
error checks

Total time: Minutes!

Paragon as a Service
automates the ‘Device
onboarding’ workﬂow,
details visible to NOC
engineers

AIOps ready for
Day 1 & 2 operations

Device arrives with
DevID linked bar-code

After rack-stack, power
on, Installer scans code
using phone

Site engineer sees
progress updates on
the phone

Figure 1: Paragon Automation as a Service onboarding process
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More than ZTP

Experience-First Onboarding

Traditional ZTP implementations are limited to configuring
devices. With Paragon Automation as a Service, not only
can you do configuration and provisioning, but also extend
the workflow to include secure ZTP, device trust validation,
device health checks, connectivity and performance checks, as
well as AI-enabled resolution of issues in case of errors. The
completeness and ease-of-use of the Paragon Automation as a
Service device onboarding solution makes it unique and sets the
benchmark for the right way of onboarding devices at speed,
scale, and quality.

It’s not enough to bring a device online. Assuring that it delivers
the required service experience is critical for real business
impact. That’s why Juniper’s device onboarding as a service
takes it a step further from monitoring basic device telemetry to
incorporating active testing of service experience for the device.
Service quality is validated with Layer 2 through Layer 7 active
tests executed on the data plane by generating synthetic traffic.
In the case of Juniper Cloud Metro routers, the test agents are
embedded into the routers, turning the metro network into
an experience sensor. When onboarding, the active tests are
initiated by the device and assure network service quality so you
can assure they are truly “ready for service.” In other scenarios,
the lightweight test agents can be distributed anywhere into the
network and triggered as part of the onboarding workflow to
test service quality from that device.
No other automation solution offers similar capabilities.
AI-Enabled Onboarding
Paragon Automation as a Service is built on an AI-enabled
infrastructure coupled with AIOps use cases that help CSPs
detect, diagnose, and resolve issues before they impact
customer experience. With AIOps, operators can find and fix
issues much faster than humans can and even spot issues that
humans may miss at first glance. This comes in handy for the
device onboarding use case.

Figure 2: Device onboarding step-by-step guide

Cloud-Delivered Onboarding with Speed, Scale, and Agility
When CSPs have a cloud-driven, network automation solution,
they do not need to build and maintain their own automation
infrastructure for the network under its management, which
means they can realize their business outcomes from day one.
With the onboarding use case, enabled by Paragon Automation
as a Service, CSPs can:
• Start rolling out network devices as soon as they arrive on
site, with Paragon as a Service ready to go
• Speed up the onboarding time per device from days to
minutes
• Scale the network rollout at the pace their business needs
• Get instant visibility and a single source of truth about the
network deployment status vis-à-vis the planned network
rollout targets
• Benefit from continuous innovation and feature updates
with cloud-managed onboarding software

For example, it is easy to find a wrong cable connected to a
wrong port, but it is much harder to detect a bad cable that
may have degraded performance or internal malfunction.
Juniper’s AI/ML algorithms help the technician spot a bad cable
right when it is plugged in and alert the technician about the
recommended action to replace the cable, making the device
onboarding process consistent, and ready for service.
Similarly, once the device is up and running, it might be easy to
spot and fix failed interface connectivity tests, but much harder
to detect and find out the reasons for poor performance of the
interfaces. In these scenarios Juniper’s AI/ML algorithms are
able to find that needle in the haystack quickly and propose
remediation actions. Paragon Automation as a Service filters
alarm storms automatically, down to the most critical ones that
helps the NOC engineer focus on the real problem rather than
waste time addressing a sea of meaningless alarms.
Paragon Automation as a Service provides intelligent analysis
and correlation down to root-cause, as well as deeper
troubleshooting to diagnose problems faster. With Paragon
Automation as a Service and its built-in AI, network engineering
and operations can:
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• understand trends, outliers, and anomalies that may impact
customer service
• gain meaningful early warnings, fast identification, and
location of emerging performance degradation issues
• reduce mean time to know (MTTK) for root causes
• significantly reduce your mean time to repair by closing the
loop and automatically fixing issues
Simple and Easy to use Onboarding
With Paragon Automation as a Service, device onboarding
becomes much simpler and easier for operations teams and field
technicians. Field technicians do not need to be networking
gurus or CLI experts to use the intuitive software application
and network operations engineers do not need to worry about
every little detail for every device being deployed. Instead, they
can use their valuable expertise to focus on critical issues.
For field technicians, onboarding is heavily simplified as
everything they need is available through their smartphone.
They can simply scan the QR code of the device and use visual
instructions for cabling instead of referring to manuals. They
don’t need to call a NOC engineer in case of issues, as Paragon
Automation as a Service automatically notifies the right actor
when problems in the workflow arise.
For NOC engineers, Paragon Automation as a Service device
onboarding presents simple information about the deployment
details, using an intuitive UI and layered information approach.
They see only the most critical and actionable information and
can choose to go into next level of details if needed. More
importantly, Paragon Automation recommends resolutions so
that no one needs to go looking for what to do next.

Solution Overview
Paragon Automation as a Service spans multiple use cases
beyond device onboarding. When it comes to large-scale access
and aggregation networks, Juniper Paragon Automation as a
Service coupled with Juniper Cloud Metro make a powerful,
industry-first solution.
These capabilities make Paragon Automation as a Service
unique:
• Cloud Metro as an experience sensor—Through the native
integration of Juniper® Paragon Active Assurance Test
Agent software within the Junos® OS Evolved portfolio,
starting with the Juniper Networks® ACX7000 line, active
testing capabilities are now available within the network
itself. This eases automated assurance deployment and
immediately enables network operators to measure what
really matters directly on the data plane from day 1. By
embedding Paragon Active Assurance Test Agents into a
Juniper IP fabric, the network becomes the experience
sensor. The active data ingested by Paragon Automation as
a Service provides end-to-end visibility of service
experience in real time.
• Network trust—Juniper Cloud Metro routers come
pre-integrated with a secure Trusted Platform Module
(TPM2.0) chip and unique Device identifier (DevID) that
allow Paragon as a Service to ensure the authenticity and
tamper-proofness of the hardware. Zero-trust security
capabilities also include secure ZTP and software integrity
checks. These capabilities help Paragon as a Service
to ascertain a “Network Trust Score” and continuously
monitor that over time with changes to the network
hardware and software.
• Consistent onboarding of cloud metro devices at speed
and scale—Paragon Automation as a Service enables fast
rollout of Cloud Metro routers as soon as they arrive in the
field.
Cloud-delivered automation is the easiest and fastest way
to automate large-scale communication networks. The main
application resides on the Juniper cloud technology stack.
Devices are added to the solution automatically by scanning
a QR code, and connectivity is established through a strong
encrypted management channel connected by the Internet or a
private cloud.

Figure 3: Device onboarding completion
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Experience Sensor

• Juniper Paragon Active Assurance Test Agent
• Natively integrated into ACX7000 Series

Paragon Automation
as a Service

Zero Trust Security

• DevID on TPM 2.0, HW/SW attestation
• MACSec + Disk Encryption

Secured connection

Juniper Cloud Metro Solution (ACX7000 Series)

ACX7100-48L
ACX7024
ACX7100-32C

ACX7348

ACX7509
ACX7908

Figure 4: Paragon Automation as a Service—How it works

Summary— Easy Onboarding Automation that
Scales with Your Needs

teams and accelerate time to revenue while guaranteeing
network quality and security in large-scale networks.

Automation should drive CSP business outcomes that
accelerate innovation, increase operational efficiency, and
deliver amazing customer experiences. This saves you time,
money, and resources, while allowing you to introduce new
service enhancements at your own pace and protect network
performance and quality.

Next Steps

Time to automation matters. When you deploy new services
faster than the competition, your customers and your business
realize better outcomes and faster innovation.
With device onboarding through Paragon Automation as a
Service, you can empower your engineering and operation

Learn more about Paragon Automation and how it supports
autonomous networks.
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